AAID courses focus on variety of new trends, techniques and technologies

By AAID staff

At its annual meeting, the AAID will offer the following corporate-sponsored courses to give attendees the opportunity to learn about the latest innovations in implant dentistry directly from those developing the newest techniques and technologies.

Although the sessions for the following “New Trends, Techniques and Technologies” program are provided through grants from various companies, the purpose is to provide significant educational content and value and not to simply promote the companies supporting the program.

All corporate-sponsored courses take place in the Grand Saguaro, Ballroom Level.

Corporate-sponsored courses: Wednesday
• 8:20 a.m.: “Short Implants and Metal-Free Restorations” by Drauseo Speratti, DDS
• 8:40 a.m.: “Technological Advances for Everyday Private Practice” by Barry Franzen, DDS
• 9 a.m.: “Replacing Those Missing Single-Teeth in Your Practice” by David Dalise, DDS, AFAID
• 9:20 a.m.: “Hey, Do You Do Block Grafts?” by David Resnick, DDS, FAAID, DABOI/ID
• 9:40 a.m.: “From Temporary to Final – Simplifying the Restoration on Edentulous Patients” by Gordon Leonard, DDS
• 10 a.m.: “Evolution of Internal Conical Connection Implants” by Gerald Niznick, DMD, MSD, FAAID
• 10:40 a.m.: “Simplicity in Computer-Guided Implantology: The MGUIDE MORE System” by Andrew Spector, DMD
• 11 a.m.: “Closing the Window of Negative Opportunity… Quickly” by Scott Ganz, DMD
• 11:20 a.m.: “Bi-Phasic Calcium Sulfate (BondBone®): Biology and Application” by Daniel Brunner MD, DDS
• 11:40 a.m.: “Innovations in Peri-implant Tissue Manipulation and the Maxillary Sinus” by Jin Kim, DDS, MPH, MS, FAAID

AAID’s Dental Industry Marketplace helps clinicians seeking to shop online

By AAID staff

The American Academy of Implant Dentistry’s online Dental Industry Marketplace is the profession’s leading source of information for practitioners seeking to purchase services or supplies.

Available from a link on the AAID homepage (www.aaid.com), the Dental Industry Marketplace features industry-specific product and service listings designed to aid AAID members and the implant dentistry community with their purchasing decisions.

The 2013 edition of the buyers’ guide includes request for information (RFI) functionality that allows users to contact participating suppliers with a click of their mouse.

With a downloadable desktop search application available, visitors also have the ability to search for items directly from a small search window on their desktops – making the search process convenient and time-efficient.

There is even an app for your Apple device so that you can access the Dental Industry Marketplace on the go. Visit the Apple Store to download the AAID mobile app or scan the QR code at right.

For more information, visit www.dentalindustrymarketplace.com or www.aaid.com.